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THE CAUCASIAN MASTER AND THE AFRICAN·SCKvE.
Intended to'have been Telld be[~re the,Nati~~ai'JIlstitute
at, their meeting in April,1844; -,

, Ge.nileml!n: I am not, Bure but, that ~ome may
think ,that I owe, au apology for inif~,ducingthe
subject to which' invite your atten#on. Did I
propose to treatit in the angry and"<'bontentious
spirit it so often excites, no apology ought to' be
receiv~d." I beg leave to assure you, in advance,
that 1 have no such purpose. The subject is one
intim~tely connected with' the, happin'ess and the
duties of large portion of the inhabitants of the
l)'nitedStates. ,It is at least important that they
should' understand it rightly. These; au their part,
have reason to wish, that they whom it, does not: '
so immediately concern, and who j\ldg'e or it at'a.'·
distance,should se,e it in· its· true light.' The love
of reputation is natural to man, and it is ~ot easy
for anyone to sit down' under the reproach
the
world, entirely satisfied with the judgment of his
own·..
This indeed ·is indispensable,
hut 'this not aU.
In,this assehtbly, devoted 'totlie canse of seie~ce,
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the discussion of a subject connected with the two tion ·.of this enlightened assembly to what I shall
important, sciences of Government and Morality offer, concerning the great moral and political phecan not be out of place. In a catholic association nomenon which forms the striking and peculiar
intended to harmonize the feelings and judgments feature in the character and history of some of the
of those who ha'"e so much in common, it is desi- States of this Union.
I am aware I may be met with the sOllnd legal
rable that every thing possible should be done to
convince all of the wisdom and justice of opinions maxim, ",Nemo in propria causa Judex." But
and COl~duct which, though confined to a part, that my business is to reason and to testify-not to depart r.an not be expected to change. In an asso- cide. Reason stands for itself resting on its own
ciation intended to collect, as in a focus, the light strength; and in an assembly like this we owe it
emanating from every part of this extensive Union, to each other to receive t~stimony as true, and
it would seem the duty of each to bring forward even jlidgment as candid. Why should it be otherhis ideasc)U subjects which he most particularly wise 1 No claim of right, no interest is involved
understands, and these are the very subjects to in any discussion here, Elsewhere, unfortunately,
which others, possessing less means of knowledge this is not the case. In the only other place where
may be expected to give the most willing attention. this topic can be discussed between those among
In :;.n assembly, so enlightened a,s this, I should whom the institution of domestic slavery exists,
not presume to open my lips on a subject of gene- and those who are strangers to it, it is so blended
Ial science. To attempt it, would be but to give with questions of political power and individual inback to the sun a dim reflection of his own light. terest, that it is always a subject of altercation, and
And this society itself-what is it, but a member not discussion. Do not the very bitterness it ,exof that great society of scientific men throughout cites, the angry crimination, the fierce recrimina..; .
Christendom, which is in perpetual session for the tion it provokes, demand a calm and candid i'!y,es::- .'~
discovery of truth, and for so disseminating it,. as tigation of its real merits 1 Shall I not stan'ci'exto make the knowledge of each the knowledge of cused for offering the results of a life's experience
all 1 I~ is true that the sun of science has but lately and reflection on a subject so differently understood
risen on this Western world; and it is not to be by those who, it is to be wished, may be brought
exp.ected that much will be discovered here in de~ to see it in the same light 1 Shall I be blamed for
pl!-rtments which the learned of Europe have been' offering to pour oil upon the wave which is beating
long exploring, with all th.e advantages that we against the foundations of the Union, and threatens
possess. Although something of this sort has to wash it from its base 1 The empire of opinion
occasionally been accomplished, yet Europe may has its tribunals before which all are liable to 'be
be expected to look coldly and discouragingly on arraigned, and none should deny their jurisdiction,
such researches. The praise due for discoveries who do not desire to see that mild and ameliorating
anfim'provements actually made has been grudg- ,authority exchanged for the restored empire of the
ingly awarded. But let us speak of what is pecu- sword. The spirit of our institutions and the
liar to our own country and straightway the jeal- spirit of the age alike demand an account of every
ousy of OUr European masters in art and science thing which seems like a disturbance of the natuis appeased, and the most learned are the most ral equality or an invasion of the natural rights
ready to become our pupils, and to increase their of man. Our large experience of the blessing of
ample stores of knowledge from our authentic ma- personal and civil liberty awakens in every benevoterials. Clivier himself would take instruction lent mind a desire to see that blessing extended to
from the illiterate miner, and draw from his facts every individual of the human race. Bllt what
conclusions to elucidate the great marvel of CREA.- is liberty, and how far it may be enjoyed by all,
TION.
are questions of acknowledged difficulty. While
To the great marts of science, where its votaries we believe it to be the will of God that the life he
congregate for the exchange of knowledge forknow- has given should be a life of happiness to all, and
ledge and thought for thought, each man should come that the sources of happiness distributed throughfreighted with that which his own coun'try yields, out the earth should he enjoyed by all, we can not
and especially that which can not be found else- shut our eyes to the fact that he himself has
where. Should there appear among us an inhabi- thrown obstacles in the way of that equality of entant of the interesting but unlcnown country of joyment which we ha~e assumed to be his general
Oregon, professing to tell us of its soil and climate, purpose. He has made the sources of enjoyment
its streams, mountains and minerals, we should Iis- more accessible to some than to others, and He
ten with patient interest to all he might say con- has endowed different individuals with capacities
cerning these, though, on any other, subject, his for enjoyment yet more va~ious than the fa.~ulties
best thoughts might be unworthy of notice. In and opportunities by which its means are to be
like manner, gentlemen, I, who, on any other topic procured. These two points of diversity in the hubut that I have selected, should sit in the place of man race have led some to charge their Maker with
a learner, venture respectfully to claim the atten- partiality: while others, well' pleased to observe,
I
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that whatever advantage is allotted to some over the and active service in the cause of humanity-these
rest, is in their favor, are quite ready to acquiesce are the instincts of greatness. Turning from the
in the justice of the arrangement.
low pursuit of wealth, it is with the~e that minds
Both are in error, and the error in both is proved of a high' order satisfy their·~a"t\Jralci'aviogs.
by the false corollaries they themselves deduce Disdaining to scramble for t1).e dr'affand husks
from their reasoning. In the first it leads to envy, that fill the common trough, they take nothing from
hatred and malice, and to all those crimes which it is the fund that supplies the' enjoyments of others.
the office of Government to restrain and of law to On the contrary, the fruit of their labors is to repunish. In the last it stifles sympathy; it DOur- plenish that fund. The rich man is made richer,
ishes false pride; it engenders false appetites and and the comforts of the poor are increas~d by
stimulates to indulgence and excess, by which the their discoveries in art and science, and the hapmoral and intellectual man is transformed from the piness of all is secured by their wisdom and jusimage of his God, to that of a beast. ThelSe in- tice. Is it the worse, or the better, for those
deed are not denounced by law as crimes, for no who court wealth; for those who delight to revel
law can reach them. But they are not the less in the pleasures of sense j for those who wisely
evil because incorrigible.
limit their desires to moderate competency; or
But how shall we vindicate the jUlStice of the for those who find their happiness in the bland
Creator, unless we find some principle of compen- sweets of domestic life, that God has been pleased
sation for these glaring inequalities 1 And where to endow each man here present with faculties of
shall we find one, unless indeed one of these ine- a higher order than theirs, and to implant in each
qualities affords a compensation for the othed Let bosom a source of enj~yment which would be ill
us see how this may be.
exchanged for the mines of Golconda? '
~1!>ney is the common measure of values, and
I am persuaded, Gentlemen, that there is not
we.a:lth supplies the fund with which most enjoy- one member of this assembly, who does not bear
me'rits may be purchased. There are few SOurces within his own breast a witness to the truth of
of happiness to be explored and appropriated, to what I have just said. It would be superftu~us to
which wealth wiII ,oot procure access, while it fur- add examples to illustrate the means dElvi~ed by
nishes the price we must pay for them. The facul- the Creator for equalizing the opportunities ofliapties which are most rare and most valuable to 'piness among his creatures, and multiplyin{fihe
others, afford the possessor the surest means of sources of enjoyment in proportion to the number
acquiring wealth. Foremost among these, be- who partake of it. But other instances abound in
cause rarest and most precious, are the powers of which the very antagonism of tastes, capacities
the mind, lmowledge, genius, readiness of compre- and powers is made reciprocally a source of haphension, originality of thought, soundness and so- piness to all concerned. I beg yon to observe the
briety of judgment, and all that marvellous combi- multiplied diversities between the male,and:'female
nation which chiefly distinguishes man from his character, contrived with a view to tliEl-happiness
fellows, and to which collectively we give the name and to the moral and intellectual excellence. of
of talent. These have but to name their pric~ and both. Is it> by chance, or by any necessary conit is readily, cheerfully, thankfully paid.
sequence of his sex, that man is bold" hardy, enIn this assembly I see myself surrounded by those terprising, contentious, delighting to struggle with
whose presence here is a proof of high excellence difficulty, delighting in contests with hi~fel1ows,
in these endowments. But are these the wealthy and eager to bear away the prize of every strife 1
of the land 1 By DO means. And why not 1 There Woman, on the contrary, timid, feeble, helpless,
is not one present whose consciousness will not tes- shrinks within the domestic sanctuary, and feels
tify to the truth of the answer I am about to give. that the great want of her nature is security for
It is because the gift of intellectual superiority herself and her offspring. This she owes to the
is, by the wise dispensation of the Creator, asso- exercise and indulgence of the distinctive powers
ciated with peculiar tastes and desires. The gifted and passions of him to whom she looks for protecson of genius does not so much as stretch forth tion, while he, in her trusting helplessness and
his hand to take the wealth that courts his accep- grateful love, nnds the reward of his toils" the
tance, because his thoughts are fixed on·some of crown of his triumphs and the consummation of
the few sources of enjoyment that wealth can not his felicity.
So far, without any stretch of presumption, we
purchase. The delight of revelling amid the creations of fancy, the hardy joy of tasks of thought, may venture to believe that we understand the dethe love of knowledge, for its own sake, the desire sign of the Creator. But the world is full of pheto diffuse the light of truth, and to advance the nomena, physical and moral which admonish us
empire of mind, the desire to promote the welfare that many of his ways are "pastfindingout." We
of our country and the happiness of the human every where see a sort of affinity of opposition, a
race; above all, the love of honest fame, the just sympathy of antagonism, a combination of incomreward of intellectual excellence and moral worth, patibilities, while one strange wild strain of harmoReproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

nious discord rises from the whole. In all things we a universal exchange of commodities. In the unifind a sort of polarity, which suggests the idea of ab- versal intercourse of man with man to which this
solute incongruity between things to all appearance leads, we find the motive to this distribution. It
irreconr:ilably hostile to each other, when pre- diffuses knowledge over every part of the globe, and
sently we see them dra\Vn together by the power makes the seed of Shem and Canaan partakers of
of an irresistible and exclusive attraction. On the great truth committed to the restless and enthis strange law depends the whole theory of chemi- terprising race of Japhet. The diversities in the
cal affinities. /.Sllbstances similar, or not much human species may be intended to conduce to the
unlike, may mix and blend, but each retains its same great purpose. They suggest the idea that
own properties. Contrast and opposition are ne- each race may be useful to the other, and may lead
cessary to that intimate combination which produ- to combinations by which the condition of all may
ces a new substance. In this, all the sharpness be improved, and the light of truth diffused among
and asperities of the constituent parts are lost for- all. We plainly see how the other races may deever, and things-which before seemed eager to con- rive advantage from their intercourse with the Cautend with each other to make the life of man their casiano It is not as yet so plain what benefit we
prey, unite to form a healing drug that restores him may receive in return from the Malay or the Hotto health and vigor.
tentot. Time may show. But in the case of the
In the moral world we see much analogous to negro the discovery has been made. It was seen
this. It is surely not by chance, that the human that his labor might be appropriated and turned to
race, sprung from one common parent, has under- profit, and this led the white man to seek to open
gone the various modifications that make the dif- intercourse and form a connexion with him. The
ference between the intellectual Caucasian, the motive was indeed unworthy and sordid, but the
fierce Malay, the soft Hindoo, the rude but docile result has been the physical, intellectual and mqral
Negro, and the brutish and intractable New Hol- improvement of the inferior race, and, in s<iilfe
lander. If we inquire after the modus operandi respects, of b o t h . .
·,· . .t·
by which these changes were wrought, the natuI proceed to show this; for I freely admit that, if
ralist may tell us of ihe influence of climate. But the connexion between the Caucasian nnd African
who made climates to differ, and who shall limit races has. not been attended with moral good, every
the power of the :Most High to counteract their in- apology that can be offered for it must be rejected.
fiuence were such his will l' It. was clearly his de- , On the other hand, it may be fairly contended,
sign that these diversities should exist. Shall we that, if the temporal results are good, and promise
deny ourselves liberty to investigate his purpose well for the future welfare of bOlh parties, then,
in this 1 Let me not be told that it is presumptuous though such results may not justify the means used
to scan his purposes. To question their wisdom to establish the connexion, yet the connexion itself
and jU8ticeis indeed presumptuous. But the in- is good and ought not rashly to be sundered. The
stinct of r~ligion in the heart of man has taught actual working of the great machinery contrived by
him, in all ages, to inquire his Maker's will, that he, the All-'Wise Creator Can not be far from right,
might live in conformity to it. Hence the univer-I when it tends to the great declared purpose of the
sal craving after revelation. Hence the readiness cre::ftion,-the temporal and eternal happiness of
'''ith which-every thing professing to be revelation his creatures.
has ever been received. Man has felt it to be his'
I t is a striking fact, that, of all the sons of Adam,
duty to know the character and purposes of his that particular family to which God chose first to
Creator. He has felt that the Creator must desire commit his oracleE, have always proved themto reveal himself and his will to his creature. selves, God being himself the witness, the most
The research which was piety in Socrates, Plato stiff-necked, rebellious, intractable and unteachable.
and Tully-can it be impious now 1
It is in perfect harmony with this, that the EuroBut God has himself revealed his great purpose pean nations, to which the Gospel of Love, and
in the creation of the human race. It is the eter- Peace and Humility, was first communicatedbave
nal happiness of all, through faith in the Redeemer I been distinguished in all ages by systematic~ farof the world. It is his declared will that all shall seeing, concentred Selfishness, by a Taste for War,
come to the knowledge of that truth on which eter- by restless Ambition and indomitable Pride. Is
nal life depends. Can we belie . . e in any purpose I there no reason for this: would the Jews, who
inconsistent with this 1 In contemplating the divine! hardly believed when God spoke to them in thunder
tactic according to which the whole human race is from Sinai, have received the testimony of man ~
marshalled, are we not bound to seek some way of And is not their stubborn incredulit.y, at this day,
reconciling the details to this great end 1 Are we not the strongest human evidence of the truth of the
authorized to believe that, insome way incomprehen- Old Testament, which even they believe 1 W'ere
sible to us, these and all things else are suhservient aU Jews, would all believe in Jehovah, unless every
to it 1 "Ve see the various products of the earth', mountain were a Horeb--every stream a Jordan
so widely scattered over Its surface, as to invite tQ witnesses of his .miracles 1 And the Anglo-Saxon
I
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race, the great herald'df moral and political truth- I for h.is ~upp~sed wrongs in -the ,breasts of those
were they to whom they carry their tidings and who once may have doubted'whether he had a
their lessons such as themselves, would they sub- soul t9 be saved, or howhis:Makercoold hold him
mit to be tanght, unless their teachers could BUS- responsible for the faultso{a: nature: at once his
tain their testimony by miracles such as authenti- crime and his punishment. "
'' ,
cated that of the Apostles 1 The stream whIch is
But it is not to censure, to palliate, or to justifj
to water the land and replenish the ocean must, that I advert to this. I speakofit, only as a: fact;
flow from the mountains, and the vapors that feed I as the starting point from whence ~e,are.'to·trace
them mnst be raised from the earth by a power the moral influence of the actually subsisting relawhich is not of the earth, that they may be col- tion between the two races.
'
lected and precipitated on eminences which must
That, since that relation was first established~
otherwise be doomed to eternal drought. To turn there is a great moral improvement in both will
back the course of the rivers to the mountains not be denied. The remarkable fact is that this
would be hardly more preposterous than to attempt is greatest in those particulars which most influto diffuse truth by sending it from the credulous to cnce, and are most influenced by that relation. So
the sceptical, from the humble to the proud, from far as hatred has given place to love, dishonesty
the timid to the bold, from the stupid to the intel- to fidelity, licentiousness <to modesty, so far the
lectual. Hard, as it was to make believers of change must meet the approbation of him,who,
Jews and Christians of Europeans, it was with regarding the heart as the seat of crime, co'ndemns
them that the task of enlightening and evangeli- everyone who, even in thought, commits murder,
zing the world had to commence.
adultery, or theft. I am well aware that this
When I thus show, that the precious truths of change is, in part, attributed, by those who view it
the Gospel have been first imparted to us for the I from, a distance, to a sort of moral coercion exbenefit of others, to the cnd that, having freely Ie- erted by public opinion in this enlightened and
ceived, we should freely give, it will be seen that moral age. It were well if this were, so. The
I have at least entitled myself to the praise of can- same opinion might also exert its influence in favor
dor. I have made a case of solemn and impor- of the peasantry of the old continent and the labortant duty imposed by the blessings we enjoy, and ing class in Great Britain. But, strangely ~,n,?ugh~
prescribed as the very condition of their enjoy- it has happened that while the white man was Xeitrnment. 'How we have performed this duty is a ing to appreciate the good qualities peculihrtothe
question we are bound to answer, and in doing this negro, and while the slave was learnhig"'to}ove
we must not palter with our Maker, or shrink from his master, a change of precisely opposite' charac::
, the strict account that the giver of all good de- ter was going on in Europe. That change has
mands. '>
deluged her realms with blood and still threatens
It would be worse than disingenuous, it would be to overthrow all her institutions, political, social
false to pretend that the first intercourse between and moral. .One who will acquaint himself with
the sons of Japhet and Canaan took its rise from the passionate loyalty, on the one hand, and the
these considerations. The attempt to trace their mild paternal authority on the other, of the Irish
connexion to such a cause would be absurd and peasant and 'his landlord a century ago, will find
impudent. It originated in cupidity; it was ef- something not widcly different from the mutual senfected by violence and outrage; and characterized timents of the master and slave at this day. 'Vhat
by the most barbarous cruelty. These things I do ,may be seen in Ireland DOW is surely not much
not propose to palliate. I have no wish, and I can better than tbe slavery of the African ever was in
have no motive to do so. It is a matter that touches' its worst form. The bond of sympatby that once
us not. The sin is not ours nor that of our fathers. •connel!ted the landed proprietor with all who lived
But whoever were the perpetrators, candor sug- I upon his land is severed, while a like sympathy
gests a sort of apology, not only for their first has been engendered between tbe white man and
fault, but for their more. recent zeal to redress the his ne!n"o slave.
suppo~ed wrong of their victims. We have but to Ifi~ be true that" Love is the fulfilling of the
think of the African as he appeared at first to the whoie Law," then, in a moral and religious" point
Europeau, hardly bearing the lineaments of hu- of view, the growth of this sentiment between two
manity, in intellect scarcely superior to the brutes, races before divided by the strongest antipathies;
and mainly distinguishable from them by the is an approach toward that blessed condition when
greater variety of his evil propensities, and by a all the earth shall he full of the knowledge of the
something answering the purposes of speech bet- Lord. and all hearts shall be knit together in love
ter-though not much better-than the chattering for the sake of Him who loves them all. In that
of monkeys. Use has made us familiar with the day, we are told" that the lion shall eat straw like
color of the negro, and experience has made us the ox, and the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and
acqua.inted with his heart and mind. Raving learn- the sucking child shall play on the hole of the
ed to love him, let us not· marvel t()find asympathy asp, and the weaned child shall put his,hand in t11e
i
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c~ckatrice's den." How is this to be understood 1 his thraldom, and whose master is ever present to
Literally-ofthe b~asts ,of the fen and forest i By him in person, or by a power which is felt continuno means. The liQll'must cease to be a lion in ally, feels the necessity of engendering in his own
his physical natur~ before he can cease to live on breast· a sentiment, by virtue of which his fate,
flesh. May we n~t rather understand it of the otherwise intolerable, may be made happy. He
lordly white lion of Caucasus, of the patient negro must learn to love his master or be miserable. On
ox, of theiiercered wolf of our Western wilds, of the least encoo,ragement his affections gush forth
the meek Hindoo'lamb; of the serpent-like Malay, like a healing balsam issuing from the wound itself.
with his envenomed creece, and the foul Hottentot This upward tendency of the slave's affection for
hyena gorging on garbage 1 All these are to be his master points directly to the throne of God.
brought to harmonize and live in peace and love. Let it be extended in the same course, and it terThe first step has been taken. The amicable union minates there. It prepares the mind for a faith
of, two of these races has been brought about, congenial to its temper, and never thrown off. It
thoilgh by means at first promising no such result. is steadfast and endures to the end. It may not
If these means were to be.now used, the end might always thoroughly sanctify. It may sometimes be
not justify them. It is not for us to do evil that so mixed with error as to fail to reform him; but
good may come, for it may never come, or it might it is never renounced. The spirit that chafes and
be divinely accomplished at no expense of evil. frets at control, and would not have had God to
But when it is accomplished, shall we reject it 1 rule over it has been already subdued to the au,\Vhen the price has been paid and cannot be re- thority of a human and harder task-master, and
called; when God has been pleased to overrule the the slave finds a sense of enlargement, not reevil to his own- good purposes, shall we cast away straint, in 'bowing to the will of Him who is Lord
the benefit 1 Above all, shall we make it a brand of all.
of discord between brethren of the same race, to
Many persons believe, (and the thought, is so
consume, like withes of straw, the ties of a com- beautiful it well deserves to be true,) that the dismon origin, religion and language! I beseech you, tinctive characteristics of some inferior animals
Gentlemen, let not this be so; and I pray you to were given for the edification of man. Qualities
hear me.candidly, while I endeavor to show that which make some pernicious to the human race
the'amelioration of the condition and character of become associated in our minds with abhorrence,
the.'African slave in the United States, and the loathing or disgust. Others seem set before us
mild .vi~tues which have taken place of savage as lures to virtue for which we cherish them,
cruelty in the breast of his master, are not the which we learn to love in them, and to cultivate
result of extrinsic causes, but the proper and natu- in ourselves. The child is easily turned away
ral fruit of their mutual relation; acting on the from vices habitually stigmatized with epithets
radical diversities between the Caucasian and the coined from the most hateful'1lames in his nursery
African races.
states. A whole volume of reproof is conveyed
The only sound morality is the morality of the to the infantinind, when he hears of wolfish rapaGospel. Its sanction is faith-faith by which the city, serpent guile or tiger-like ferocity: But apheart is made better;-by which the will and af- ply to him the endearing epithets of lamb or dove,
fections are subdued to spontaneou's obedience,' and his bright smile and laughing eye tell how senthrough love to the author and founder of that sibly he feels the approbation and love implied in
faith. Its corner-stone is humility-its essential such expressions. The moralist has availed himcharacteristic is subordination of the heart. What- self of this, and the heart and mind receive few
ever habituates the mind of man to titis, prepares lessons more touching or more profound than are
him to receh'e God's truth in the love of it.
learned from the fables of A!:sop and Gay. The
Such, I maintain, is the natural and proper effect I latter avows that his apologies are written with
of slavery on an inferior race placeu in direct sub- this view., Every man \,:ho will analyse his own
jection and immediate communication with a mas-\ mind must be'sensible how much he hasl~arned
ter race of unquestionable superiority,-a snperi- from them, and no father would willingly dispense
orityclearly admitted and manifested in aU the with snch efficient helpsin the great task of ednaffairs of life. So circumstanced, the love of the cation.
Of aU the' creatures by whose mute- teachings
slave for his master is developed by a sort of vis
midi catrix Natura. They who vindicate slavery and exhortations the mind is enlightened and the
as a prolonged war, offer but a lame defence; for heart made better, there is none that inculcates a
war itself":-what is it but violence and wrong 1 And lesson so salutary as that of the humble, faiihful,
what must be the condition of both parties living affectionate and cheerful African slave to his proud,
together in a state of rankling hostility 1. Must not self-seeking, restless, discontented and unthankful
both he eager to escape from a condition so wretch- master. Does he ask, as he sometimes does, why
ed by cultivating in both a more kindly sentiment! he should love God, who requires of him that he
The slave particularly, who sees, no escape from should eat his bread in the sweat of his face j who
I
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punishes all his misdeeds and short-comings j who rary relation, "a relation soon:{~'te~!Dipateiii c~m
sometimes afflicts him whencconscious of no fault; plete independence, the ~asisor~n~~~,l~ur.i~g-'einpire
and- whose eternal wt:ath is denounced ag~inst over our hearts. lIe hasbcipgh(uswjt,h:aprice.
hardened impenitence 1 How must he stand rebuked, We are his, body and soul:-Xcir;fipe ~iid ' for eterif he lifts his eye to mark the look of affectionate nity-n~w and forever. 'He'g~vesu~ food'andraisolicitude, which, at the moment, is scanning his ment and bids us be therewfth'conient;and he
troubled and moody countenance; when lie hears cheers our p~ogr~ss along the'p~tI1ofjife by.'that ,
the kind tone that asks to k~ow his wisheS'; when gradual melioration of condition,' whichraiely fails
he sees the ready smile that accompanies the to attend on honest industry, and wh'ich~ilr 'own
prompt obediel)ce; and then reflects that these experience tells us is best for happiness. The unthings comefro~ one not his creature; whose fortunate fortunate few, who, withont merit ,and
powers and facultie~ are not of his gift; but of without exertion, are suddenly advanc'ed to situ a- '
whom he requires in that God demands of him, tions and circumstances for which they are no't preand on whom he has sometimes inflicted severities pared, who, e~vied at first, are found in the end to
he knows to h\!~ bee~ unjust
be objects of commiseration, se~m set for exampl~s
I beseech you, Gentlemen, reject not this idea from which the multitude ,may learn paiieric-e;':and
because it may seem new and strange. It is not cont~ntment. Such are his methods with us~'and
new. It is not strange. It is God's truth which precisely these he commends to the master:i~his
he !Jas often spoken to the heart of each one of you treatment of the slave, by making such· treatment
who is a father. The application illone is new. conducive to his own comfort and prosperity.
How often, when your heart has relented over the
It is no part of my plan to speak of the physical
meek and affectionate repentance of an offending condition of the slave. But r am constrained to adchild, have you heard those gracious words; "Like vert to it here, so far as to show the justness of the
as a father pitieth his children!" And what does analogy I have pointed out. Without descending
lie demand in return 1 That you should love him as to details I will go so far as to say, that his condi·
a child 1 Aye; and more than that. That you tion is one of steadily progressive improvement, in
should love him as a slave loves his master, if he physical comforts and enjoyments. 1 will inst~nce
be only not harsh,. oppressive and cruel. The love only one proof' of this general propositiori~ivhich
of the child may
warmer and fonder: but it is re!3ts not on the testimony of individuals~'bbt:\vll1'
not so meek; not so trusting; not so patient; not be~ verified by all persons whose memoi:ie~(~(ib{ck
so enduring, not so Christian., The child buries as much as half a century. ' It is the gH':dll~i)n
the father, an.d divides the inheritance, and makes crease of the 'stature of the sla~e ,and his' g'i-adua~"
him a family of his own. The love of the slave improvement in personal appearance -a'nd, persorial
ch.erishes~his master's !Demory, when all besides habits during that time. In'this assembly ~t would
have forgotten him, and watches, over his grave be superfluous to argue from these facts, that there
like th~ meek and loving boy by his Redeemer's must have been, during that time, a corresponding
cross; ~Jien' all besides had forsaken him and :tIed. improvement in all the elements' of comforf' and
The last tear'that flows to the memory ~f a ki'nd enjoyment. The most unpracticed eye wiJIhe, at
patriarchal master, trickles down the cheek of a once, struck with the difference,in these particulars,
sla\'e.
~,
between those who have been for many generations
Do you demand the rationa'e of this 1 Do you in- among us, and those whose ancestors have been
sist that.! shall show how it can be so 1 'Vill you more recently intr'oduced. 'If this advancement
continue to, believe that I labor under some strong were more rapid, it might presently come to a stand,
delusion, (my s~ncerjty you can not doubt ;-I know like the precious prosperity of nations that get
it-I feel it)'untiLt:lm.ve proved by argument a rich too fast. What follows is a form of wretchedpriori, tha(~u{~:Wg~!{~,~tand must be the natural ness from which there is DO escape-the wretchedand necessaFy:~~sul~~of,lii.s. c~ndition 1 I am ready ness of those who continually and hopelessly
to d(f~§o,. f<u:,~l depve' the~answerJrom the same "who will show us any good 1" I rejoice to think
diVine' example, ",hich'caiiiiot mislead.
that many generatiqDs may yet pass away before
,---Gild ?erriands1oUl"lieaJt~ .. ,He loves us as a the African slave or his master wiII reach the pinfather, and seeks our love inieturn. ,But does he nacle of splendid misery. In the mean time it
seek ,it ~oy the same means:-,:~e; use toward our may be hoped that both will continue happy in that
children ~ .His love is the saine, but his discipline condition most favorable to virtuous contentment; ,
is far, \viser. He does not expect love as the re- a state of steadily progressive advancement in the
tum 'for unpurchased benefits. All our comforts comforts of civilization, and in the moral and intelare the purchase of toil and care. He does not lectual improvement t~at civilization imparts.
woo it by fond indulgence. "Jeshurun waxes fat,
Were it my purpose merely to vindicate the.1nand ~icks." He does not soothe by weak mis- stitution of domestic slavery, by showing' t~at the
taken clemency. " He Bcourg-eth every son whom relation actually subsisting between master and
he receiveth." ~ He do~s not seek to·malee a tempo." slave is favorable 10 tbegrowth of religion in the
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bearts!, of both~ ,r fuight' rest this matt~r here. once degraded and brutish,'race 'on' a level in this
Blltthiswould be an imperfect view of its benefi" resp~ct with the lower classes of society in the
cial :tesul~s. TO,say that any thing makes men most moral COUDtry und~r.the SUD.
religious is to saytli::,tt ,it ~a,keB them better. But
In another particular a change of equal impornot' only. has sla.very" proved a nurse t~ virt~e tanc~\, is taking place. Affection, on the one hand,
through iMagency .of :"'eligion: It ~oInes. in aid disposes to confidence and on the other invites it,
of religio'1!.ocarry on the work of reformation in and confidence provokes to honesty. The savage
is universally regardl~ss of the rights of meum
the hea!t and life of the slave.
The improvement in the condiiion of the negro, and tuum. The slave was, at first, universally a
has a direct tend./3ncy to counteract some of the thief. At this ~ay there abound among them exvices that formerly' characterized him, both in his amples of integrity absolutelY·:in'corruptible. A
native country and in the early years of his sojourn slave notoriously dishonest is'held· by th'em in' ~b
amo,ng us. The white man found, him a naked horrence.and contempt. The little liberties which
savage, prone to the unrestrained indulgence of children will take, under the strong temptation to
sensual appetite. His disregard to cleanliness and indulge their appetites wit{l.!Ielicacies, are severely
his: indifference to decoy,um were not at once re- punished by their own parents. ),i'&1sehood is permoved. The rudest garment that could shelter severingly rebuked and chastised by them, and, in
him. from the incleme,ncy of the seasons at first a1l!lost every family, there are servants who are
satisfied his desires, and,' this,
the approiwh of unh'p,sitatingly', trusted with every thing the house
summe~, was impatiently thrown off. It is in the contains." N~'; is this confidence confined to the
memory of many persons, that they considered' master.' A verbal message, sent by a trustY.slave,
clothes as'an inconvEmient incumbrance, and that is all sufficient to obtain goods, or even money,
they were Often almost at the age of puberty, seen from those with whom the master deals. This
in a state of perfect nakedness. By degrees a seemingly dangerous confidence is never abused.
sense of shame was awakened. A taste in dress In their own transactions, too, a character for integhasgeen encouraged by the better clothing provided, rity is established, which ensures, in all their little
as the feelings of the master, became more kind dealings, a perfect reliance on their·'word. In tl1e
apd ,s'y~pathizing. "A feeling-of self-respect has village i,n which I !eside there II)~y be 1,500 inhabibeft~in~pired, and this has:brought with it prid~, of tants. Of this number perhaps one thiId are slaves.
ch3:raqter, modesty, chastity, and, not unfrequently, Of these I am assured, by a retailer of prov~rbial
refi~e~ delica~y of sentiment. The. proportion of caution, ~hat not less than fifty (equal to half the
. females. of meproachable virtue. is perhaps not whole number of adult males) can comma~d any
gr~ater In' the10west class in any form o~ society; credit with him, ~hich ~heir own prudence will
while ihose who put away shame and give them- pe!mit them to ask. Ye~ for such debts he bas,no
selves up to licentious pr;t.ctices are as effectually sec,urity, no remedy .. They.,are beyond the reach
put out of better society among them as among of~law, and an appeal to the master'might)nvolve
us. Many are still betrayed into'youthful indiscre- him in the penalties denounced oy,someanfiquated
tion,but the connubial tie is now commonly held statutes against such ,as deal with slaves •.
sacred. There is an increasing disposition to conThese statutes and others of:L. cdngenialchasecrate it by the solemni"ties, and to strengthen it racter afford a strong proof of the iii~ral improveby the obligations of religion. The Episcopal minis- ment of the slave popUlation. They. ,-"eie,<~oubt
ter of the village in which I live, celebrates the less, called for by the state· of thin'gs -, ~xi~ting at
rites of matrimony between as many blacks as the time of their enactment ..,: A~,:tliis '9a-y . they
whites; the _white members of the family, with are so' utterly' superfluous th~tno ,~riia~ is ~o' strict
their most intimate friends; sometimes witness the as to enforce them, and no~e::~~ ~crupulous as to
ceremony, and the parties, with' their' numerous govern himself by the~~:dT~~YiloFrri;,s~lIectiv:ely
guests, close an evening of fe~tive hilari(y with an a code of extreme rigo~~~~:d:'g()~l~( tojusiify:the
entertainment of which the most fastidious epicure abhorrence, so . o!.~eltexp'r~sse~~:~y-:~ob(L 1I1,e~!.L~f an
might be glad to part~ke.
institution producinga·':sJate. ,o~ things tha~.;can
Can the moral effect of these thinD'S he question- render such,severityne~essary.".But.the eviLhas
abl~ f Even admitting, that, in the e:sentia1 quality cured itself. Thus:i{is'that the wise use; of!he
o(feroale~purity., the slave may come short of the rod of parental di~ciplirieestablishes the·mos~:~f!ec,..
class which,fills the same place in society where tionate confidence,~~t~een the prudentfatner<_:'and
slavery 'is not known,; yet it is not with that class, the Son that once trembled at,his presence.>Thu$
but with ihe Degro, in ·his primitive state of wild it is that military discipline, once having mad~~obe
fre.edom, that the comparis~n is to be made. The dience sure, makes indulgence safe.· .In ,a,lmos,t
improvement-in this respect is moreover progres-every case where we see men living in rc1at~0Iis.
sive.,:. At intervals of ten or a dozen years a change best for the happiness of all, where power is gentle
ma.y· be .distinctly seen to have taken place,' and and obedience liberal, whet:~" passion rests "under
but little farther progress is wanting .to place ,this .due subo:dination to reason, ·~hereihe.wisdgI~ of
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the enlight~ned, and the. virtue of the·· good, and has taught them to know and love' the peculiar
the prudence of the sagacious are wisdom and vir- virtues of the African. Nor has interest any thing
tue and prudence for those who, in themselves, pos- to do in this matter. The owner of a slave' who'
sess none of these qualities, and the blind walk is executed receives his price from the treasury.
safely and confidently by the guidance of those But such demands on it are almost unkno\\'n, for
who can see, the heart may shudder, if, turning punishment is hardly ever inflicted or deserved.
The regulations I speak of are peculiar to Vir":
away from the contemplation of these ~esirahle
results we look too closely to the means by which ginia. But the manner of their administration
they were brought about. The laws I speak of are there is given in proof of the change wrought by'
but memorials of what has been; like the trial by time in the relation between master and slave.
battle in the English law, long retaining its place This change is progressive, and an accurate obin the same code that denounced the duellist as a server may see that, from time to time, the .great
murderer. They are but the scars of stripes for- body of slaves have ~ecome more' attached, more
merly inflicted. They forbid the slave to be taught content, with their condition, less licentious and
to read. Yet all ,,,hose minds thirst after lwow- more honest; and that, meanwhile, their comforts
ledge (and if there be danger, these are the dan- have been increased, and that the master has be-'
gerous) have abundant opportunity. The child is come more kind, more indulgent, milder in his'
encouraged to impart the lirst rudiments to his, methods of government and more confiding. The
nurse, and her access to books and newspapers is voice of command is giving place to that of cour~
unrestrained. She has all the stimulus to the cul- teous request; the language of objurgation is extivation of her mind, and all the aid that intelliaent changed for that of grave reproof, and it becomes
conversation supplies; and nothing more striki~alv daily more manifest, that, whatever griefs may fall
shows the unintellectual character of the race, tha~ to the lot of either party, both are .happy in each
the general indifference to these advantages. Ea'!h other, and happy in a relation, with the' duties of
one who makes nse of them may instruct the rest, which use has made both fa.miliar.
and the leisure of all ie much more than the laborIn much that I have said here, I am aware that
ing class_ enjoys in other parts of Ihe world.
I have spoken as a witness. In that character I
.The penal code abounds too with laws denouncinO' speak reluctantly. But I am emboldened to do so
capital punishment against slaves; and the trial b~ by the assurance that the candid will be ready to
jury is denied them. The effect of these thinlTs believe my testimony because of its conformity
was probably as harsh, at one ,time, as the la\;s with reasoning founded on the nature of things. I
themselves now seem. In Virginia the slave is am supported also by the conviction that the knownot committed to a jury sworn to try whether he ledge and feeling of the truth of what I have said
be guilty or no, but to a sllrt of discretionary power are in the hearts and minds of many in this preexercised by a bench of justices bound by no spe- sence. But were there none such here, who could .
cHic oath. The question with them often Eeems t~ believe me so absurdly rash as to venture on state.,
be whether he shall be punished or no. 'Th'is is ments, which, if false, are lmown to be false by all
appalling. But let humanity take heart. At this those whose good opinion is the only fame I can
day this discretion is exercised altogether in favor hope for.
of the slave. For offences not affecting life or
I feel assured moreover that thousands will adopt
limb he is commonly left to the jurisdiction of his and own a sentiment, which, I doubt not, many premaster, whose punishments, falling far short of sent may hear with surprise. I am aware that the
those denounced by law, fully satisfy the public. interest of the Southern master in his slave is comThe idea of trying a slave for brceny, after he has monly considered as a thing to be estimated in
been flogged by his master, is as abhorrent to our 'dol~ars and cents. It seems to be a prevailing
notions as the putting a free man twice in jeopardy behef, that we would be glad to give up our slaves
for the same offence. Moreover the dissent of one if we could receive something in exchange not very
of live justices is enough to acquit. c To secure the far short of their value as commonly estimated.
unanimity necessary to conviction, in a capital case, 1jhis may be true of many. .Some may be satisthe guilt of the accused must not only be proved, ,ned, by calculations easily made, that they might
incontestibly~ but there must be nothing to justify,"1 turn the price to better account, by giving it in wages
nothing to excuse, nothing to extenuate, nothing to hirelings. I have little doubt that this is true,
even to awaken compassion. The court screens and yet I am sure that multitudes, even of those
the accused alike from the caprice of juries, and the', most fully convinced by such reasonings, would
severity of the law. The importance of this pro-! make the exchange with great reluctance. I speak
tection'can only be appreciated by those who are but for a smaller number, but there are certainly
aware or-the total want of sympathy between the, some for whom I may speak, when I say tbatthey
negro and the white man who owns no slave. He'i would not willingly make it on any tenns whatis glad to escape from a jury composed of such to ever. 'With such it is an affair of the heart. It
tho~e whose daily intercourse ,vith their own slaves· presents not a question of profit and loss, but of the·
I'
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sundering of a tie in which the best and purest which he sought to chea~ the object of his licenaffections are deeply implicated. It imports the tious passion into preference of the joys of lawless
surrender of friendships the most devoted, the most love to that sacred union which upholds the order
enduring, the most valuable. I have spoken of of society, and which God has declared. to be
this already, but I must be pardoned for alluding to honorable in his sight, were drawn from the .idea
it again: I ,must be allowed to offer a word on b~ that love must perish as soon as the restraints of
half of the mOl her around whose bed there clusters la ware applied to it. The echo of, these' sentia crowd of little ones from whom death is abuut to ments has not yet died away .. They are embodied
tear her. \Vho, when she is gone, will be a in· Pope's mellifluous lines.
mothElr to the prattling urchin, unconscious of the
" Love, free as air, at sight of human ti~s.
loss he is about to sustain,· and whose childish
Spreads his light wings, and in a moment flies.
sports are even now as full of glee as if death
, Should at my feet the world's great· master fall,
Himself, his throne, his warfel, I'd scorn them all.
were not in the world 1 Who but she, who already
Not Oms,at's empress would 1 deign 10 prove:
shares with her the natural appelhtion, and perNo! make me mistress \0 the man i love!
forms, with a loving heart, more than half the
If there he yet another name more free
'd,uties of a mother 1 She has' daughters growing
More fond than mistress, make me that to thee!
up. A roof may be found to shelter them; one
Oh. hapJlY state! ·when souls each other draw,
whom the world calls a friend may usher them into
'When love is liberty, and n<llllre. law;
All then is full, possessing and possessed,
society; instruction 'may be purchased for them,
No craving; \-oid left aching in the ureast j
and the soundest maxims of morals, religion and
Ev'n thought meets thought, ere from the lips it part,
decorum may be inculcated. But who is to be
And each w!\rm wish springs mutual from the heart."
with them when they lie down;and when they rise
up 1 Who is to watch and accompany their outN ow this is very harmonious and very eloquent.
goings and their incomings 1 Who is to be with But is it true 1 It may be so, if that we dignify
them in the dangerous houl's of privacy, restrain- with the name of love is nothing but a purely selfing, regulating, purifying their conversation and ish preference of one person over another. The
their thoughts 1 These are the proper duties of a proverbial charm of variety will' certainly have its
mother, the importance of which renders her loss effect h'er\:!, and if it is this sensual appetite or
so fatal. Who is to perform them 1 There she dreamy phantasy that is to be cu'ltivated and Induls,tands. It is the saDle that supports the languid ged, then is there good reason iu these ideas. But
llead of the dying mother, and holds the cup to her God has ma.de the . well being of society depend on
parched lips. The same, whose untiring vigilance, a union that forbids the indulgence of this vagrant
day after day and night after night, has watche-d taste, and checks the· caprices of fancy. How
by that bed of death, with a fidelity to which ~rieDd- have men been brought to submit universally to
• ship between equals affords no parallel, and which SIlch restraints 1 Is it Dot that the wise Creator
the wealth of the Indies could nut purchase.
has implanted in the heart a counterpollent princiBut, if the devotion of the slave is so absolute, pIe 1- Is it not that the very restraint of which we
it may be asked where can be the harm of ,sever- are at first impatient, engenders,in every well coning the superfluous bond which deprives his servit:es stituted mind, a correction of the evil 1 The most
of the praise due to them, by giving a. semblance profound thinkers have long since decided, that the
of compulsion to what is voluntary. The ques- indissoluble nature of the connubial tie teaches the:
tion is specious enough; but the answer is p:ntly parties to put a curb on the I)eart. and imagination
fuund in what I have already said. To answer it which restrains their 'l.-anderings; and men and
Inore fully, it is necessary tu ad vert to a gross and women are found to pass long Ii ves in harmony and
falal error in morals and poJilics, which has indeed mutual love, who, in the earlier stages' of their
but few advocates, but which, to a certain extent, connexion, might have parted forever, .if separa~
influences the semiments and conduct of many don had been possible. To render'this union thns
whose reason distinctly rejects it.
effic:anious, it is wisely accompanied with such a
It is an error that took its rise in the alliance community of interests, that ·neither party can enbetween genins and licentiousness, formed in the gage in the separate and selfish pursuit of any percloisters of t,he monastery a few centuries ago. In manent good. It is sometimes seen not fully to
thilt dark time" when learning and power were produce the desired result, when parties come- to·
monopolized by the priesthood, ambit ion lured men gether, each bringing children of a former marriage.
iuto the church, and the church condemned them These are the objects of peculiar affections and
to celibacy. But love is of all ages and conditions distinct interests, which often interrupt harmony,
of society, and none more keenly feels its power and prevent that perfect amalgamation, which the
than the sensitive child of genius. Restrained by law contemplates and desires to effect. . What
the laws· of his order yet more than by the laws of would be the consequence, if, beside this cause of
God, he could onlye\'ade· the former by openly dissension, the husband and wife should bve no
defying the latter. The· plausible sophisms by children common to both, and each had a separate
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and independent'faculty, of acquiring property for jure him, by the very considerations so often invotheir resp,ective offspring, cannot easily be estima- . ked against us, not to break up thatb.eautiful systed. That the affection or'the parties would he tern of domes~ic harmony, which, more than any
the rudest trials is quite certain. It thing else, foreshadows the blissful state in which
exposed
would probably soon terminate in open rupture, not love is to he the only law, and Jove Iheonly sanefrom a ,preference on the part of either for some tion and love the supreme bliss of all.
.
new face, but from absolute.disgust and ,well deThey to whom these ideas are new may think
served hatred.
they savor of paradox and extravagance. I am·
Now something like this would attend the fi!man- not aware that they have ever been publicly pro:-.
ciplition of that female slave. She is sure of those claimed by anyone. But I beg you to lieJieve that
necessaries and comforts 'with 'i.vhich education and I would not venture to utter them nere, did I not
use have made her content, &hehas no faculty of know that they float more or less distinctly in the
acquiring property, she has no means of providing minds of all who can be supposed capable_ of apfor her children, but she knows that they are well preciating and comprehending them. They may
provided for already. She is thus in ('.ondition to not be expressed in words, but they find ·a mute
give herself up to the duties of her station and al language in the cheerful humility, the liberalobecare of the' children that have hung at her breast dience, the devoted loyalty of the slave, and in the
with her own, and on whose' welfare she feels that gentleness, the kindness, the courtesy of the mas.:.
that of herself and her offspring depends. Eman- ter. These are the appropriate ma~ifestation~ of .
cipate, her; emanf'ipate them: strip them of the those affections \'ihich it is the office of religion to
protecting disabilities with which the law surrounds cultivate in man, and I appeal to them as evidenthem, and she will see at once the necessity and ces of the ameliorating influence of this much misthe duty of. living for them alone. She must do understood relation on the hearts and minds of both
so, for the mistaken philanthropy which has turned parties. That such results are universal; Iwill
her and her offspring naked and defenceless on the not pretend to say; but that the cause which' has
cold charities of the world at large, demands that! produced them will go on to produce them more
every effort! every care, every thought be devoted e~tensively, I cons~ien~iously believe.' "If the
to the alm(\st hopeless taek of saving them from thIDg be not of God, It will surely come to nought j"
want. In rare instances, uncommon qualities and. hut so fully am I convinced that it has his sanction
exemplary virtue on both sides, might preserve and approbation, that I expect it to cease only
friendship between her and her master's family. ,when, along with other influences divinely directed,
But a conflict of interests would have taken the it shall have accomplished its part of the great
place (\f a community of interests j and friendship, work of enlightening; evangelizing and regeneraunder such circumstances, would no longer result ting the human race.
naturally from the relation between the parties. It,
would be a forced state of feeling, and would be'
liable to perish in a moment on the failure of any'
one of the innumerable conditions essential to its
existence.
It may be added, that, if the valne of slaves of
this class is to be computed by estimating only
such services as money can buy, these 'Services are
purchased at too high a rate. They may be purchased from hirelings for much less than is freely I
given to favorite slaves, by way of indulgence and!
gratuity. But the possession of such a slave, who
is not only the servant, but the friend of his master, the vigilant guardian of his interests, and, in
some things, a sagacious and faithful adviser, is a
luxury of the heart, which they, who can afford it,
would not part with at any price.
.
It is for 110 sordid interest then that I should
plead, when, if addressing one having power to
abolish this relation, I should implore his forbearance. Speaking on behalf, not only of myself, but
of the slave, by whom I know I should not be disavowed, I would entreat \lim to pause and reflect,
before sundering a tie which can never be reunited,
a cord spun from the best and purest and most
disinterested affections of the heart. I would con-
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